
HOW ARE SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCING VACCINATION?

Generative artificial intelligence can have a role in combating vaccine
hesitancy
Artificial intelligence has potential to counter vaccine hesitancy while building trust in vaccines, but
it must be deployed ethically and responsibly, argue Heidi Larson and Leesa Lin
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Given the sluggish pace of traditional scientific
approaches, artificial intelligence (AI), particularly
generative AI, has emerged as a significant
opportunity to tackle complex health challenges,
including those in public health.1 Against this
backdrop, interest has focused on whether AI has a
role in bolstering public trust in vaccines andhelping
to minimise vaccine hesitancy, which the World
HealthOrganizationnamedasoneof the top 10global
health threats.2

Understanding vaccine hesitancy and
misinformation
Vaccine hesitancy is a state of indecision before
accepting or refusing a vaccination.3 It is a dynamic
and context specific challenge that varies across time,
place, and vaccine type. It is influenced by a range
of factors, including sociocultural and political
dynamics, as well as individual and group
psychology. Its multifaceted and temporal nature
makes it a moving target, challenging to predict and
harder to tackle. Additionally, the emergence of
misinformation inpublichealth,notablyduring crises
such as the covid-19 pandemic, calls for rapid, data
driven responses.4

Traditional public health approaches often struggle
to keep pace with the swift dissemination of
misinformation. Despite initiatives to counter
misinformation through fact checking, such
misinformation still retains a substantial influence
over people’s beliefs, trust, and decision making
processes.56 This underscores theneed for innovative
strategies that not only counteract misinformation
but also delve into the psychological factors that
render misinformation more compelling than factual
information.

Another factor is that specific demographic groups
are known to be particularly susceptible to
misinformation. Peoplewith conservative ideologies,
at younger ages, with lower socioeconomic status,
and specific mental health conditions exhibit
heightened susceptibility to and propagation of
misinformation,7 8 which affects their adherence to
health advice and is linked to lower vaccine uptake.

AI’s role in addressing vaccine hesitancy
AI identifiesmisinformationbyanalysing text against
a well developed knowledge base—a collection of
verified facts and data created by experts. Large
language models (LLM’s), a subset of generative AI,

provide a valuable tool to help discern patterns,
sentiments, andpivotal factors that influence vaccine
acceptanceor reluctance.AI systems, includingLLMs,
determine emotionally charged language through
natural language processing (NLP), which allows
them to analyse and understand human language.
AI uses algorithms to identify keywords and phrases
that are typically associated with emotional tones,
such as joy, anger, or sadness. LLMs’ unique
analytical capabilities enable precise and context
specific insights, thereby facilitating thedevelopment
of targeted intervention strategies.9 Generative AI
methods such as sentiment tracking and topic
modelling can interpret and generate content,
including text and images, and resolve complexdata
analysis challenges rapidly.10 They allow real time
understandingofhesitancy topics and trends,11 which
is essential to inform interventions such as data
driven chatbots that provide or contextualise health
information.12

Nevertheless, such tools, if not employed judiciously,
have the potential to generate misinformation
intentionally or unintentionally by referencing
inaccurate information, influencing public opinion,
and discouraging vaccination.13 Effectively
addressing these challenges demands continuous
vigilance and educational initiatives.14

Through the analysis of discourse on social media,
health forums, andnewsarticles, LLM’s canempower
public health experts to identify the root causes of
vaccine hesitancy, tailor communication strategies,
and debunk misinformation with data driven
precision and context specific insights.

The deployment of LLMs in health communication,
particularly its ability to be detect public concerns
early and inform communication, is an important
opportunity.15 AI’s precision and capacity to replicate
the desired tone positions it as a pivotal player in
public healthmessaging; it candeliver clear, concise,
andcontextually relevant information. Some research
has found that patients sometimes prefer AI
generated messages as they have a more empathetic
tone than doctors,16 although one systematic review
found that public opinion on AI in healthcare was
mixed.17

AI’s adaptability in health communication extends
beyond message generation. It can customise
messages according to specific demographics,
amplifying their relevance and influence. This
capability is particularly useful in tackling vaccine
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hesitancy,where theunderlying reasons for reluctance candiverge
substantially among distinct populations, each characterised by
unique cultural and emotional landscapes.

Risks around AI
While AI offers substantial benefits to public health, it also has
risks. AI’s potential to replicate human-like content can risk
reproducing biases and amplifying misinformation, especially
around sensitive issues like vaccine acceptance. However, there
are risks beyond misinformation, as AI can amplify the emotional
drivers of vaccinehesitancy, especially anger and fear, bygenerating
emotionally stimulating messages that are highly contagious and
more likely to be believed and spread.18 -20 On the other hand, the
current trend of AI development is to make it easier for everyone to
use, not just engineers—similar to how smartphones made
technology more accessible.

This phenomenon highlights the urgency of enhancing the
capabilities of AI tools, enabling them to provide not only more
accurate information in responses but also the ability to identify
and counter emotionally charged yet false content that can
discourage vaccine acceptance. It calls for a nuanced approach that
balances the development, monitoring, and regulation of AI,
coupled with educating the public about its risks and benefits.

AsAI continues to evolve, integration intopublichealthprogrammes
requires a commitment to ethical principles, transparency, and a
dedication to augmenting human expertise rather than replacing
it. Only through this holistic approach can we fully unlock AI’s
capacity to navigate and tackle the complexities of emotions and
misinformation and build vaccine confidence to advance public
health.
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